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(2.) Letters are to be securely tied in bundles: prepaid, unpaid 
and insufficiently paid, and "forward" letters are to con
stitute separate bundles. As a general practice the number 
of letters in a bundle should not exceed 250. -When the 
number in a bundle exceeds about 180 the letters should be 
placed in two rows so as '00 form a double bundle, aud be 
securely tied in two directions with double string around 
both rows and crosswise around each separate row. Bundles 
containing from. 70 to 180 letters should likewise be tied in 
two directions with double string. Convenient numbers 
of bundles of each class of letters should be formed into 
parcels, wrapped up in brown paper (except for the United 
Kingdom and Australia), strongly tied and cross-tied with 
string for their better protection, and labelled with a 
printed paper label indicating their class. For the United 
Kingdom and Australia wrapping in brown paper is 
omitted. 

(3.) Post-cards must be tied separately, and not sorted among 
letters, but the hundles should be enclosed in letter-packets. 

4.) Insufficiently paid book, pattern, and sample packets, and 
newspapers, should be tied into bundles and labelled 
" Unpaid." 

(5.) Cone"pondence on Post Office business should be tied in a 
separate bundle and labelled " Offwial, fDrm no account." 

(6.) Letters and post-cards, book and pattern packets, and news
papers are to be carefully weighed, and the weights 
entered in the Foreign-mail Register. Post-cards should 
be weighed with letters, and the of books (includ
ing patterns, samples, printed papers, and commercial 
papers) bulked with newspapers and shown under one 
heading .as " Other a.rticles." 

(7.) 'rhe letter-bill is to be enclused in the gpecial marked 
" Letter-bilt" and placed on top, inside the bag containing 
the registered-letter hag, letters, and when the 
tered articles contained ill a mail are enelosed in a packet 
the envelope containing the letter-hill should he tied to 
the packet of registered articles with string, across and 
across. 
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